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adult suffrage impracticable	*••*!,*
We now come to our own proposals on the subject. We are of opinion that
adult suffrage, though in ideal to be aimed at and reached by gradual stages, is
impracticable at the present day.
COMMrTTEE'S PROPOSALS
With regard to the immediate extension of the franchise, two lines of advance
suggest themselves, namely, to leave the question to the decision of the
Councils, and secondly, to take the first step forward before the new Councils are
constituted. Although we entertain no doubt as to the liberal intentions of the
Councils in this behalf—the Madras Council has already declared itself in favour
of adult suffrage—we consider that our demand for the transfer by Parliament of
its responsibility over the whole field of administration in the provinces to the
Legislative Councils can be made with greater reason if the Councils are representa-
tive of a wider electorate than less than 4 per cent of the population as at present.
We are further of opinion that the political education of the people can be most
rapidly achieved through the channel of electorates and that "the gradual develop-
ment of self-governinofinstitutions'* imperatively demand that the franchise should
be more widely diffused than at present. We, therefore, recommend that the present
electorate sho*uld be doubled immediately. Three members of the Committee, on
the other hand , are of opinion that there should be no change in the electorate for
a period of seven years from the coming into force of the new constitution, as
it would be unwise to widen the electorate at the same time that extensive changes
are made in the constitution and the powers of the Councils.
futube extension of the franchise
With regard to future extension of the franchise, we recommend that the new
Legislative Councils should have the power to raise or lower the franchise at the
end of ^their second term, provided that any change shall not be carried into effect
unless it is passed at a special meeting of the Council and is supported by not
less than two-thirds of the members present. We further recommend that unless
a more rapid advance is made earlier in the direction of adult suffrage, one-third
of the adult population should be compulsorily enfranchised in 1941 ; two-thirds
in 1951 ; and the wrhole in 1961. A minority of us would, however, prefer that
the Councils should be given the power after the expiry of their second term
to increase the franchise, if they so desire, to not more than one-fourth of the
adult population and thereafter at the same rate at the end of every two terms.
We would exclude Burma from the scope of the above recommendations, since
that province has already travelled a long way on the road to adult suffrage, the
percentage of male voters to the population over twenty years of age being as high as
40.6. We, therefore, recommend that the question of further extension of the
franchise in Burma should be left to the discretion of the Legislative Council
size of provincial councils
The next question which demands our attention is the size and composition of
the provincial Legislatures. The present strength of the Legislative Councils does not, in
our opinion, admit of effective representation of the various competing interests. In
order to make this representation more real, we recommend that the size of the
constituencies should be reduced and consequently that their number should be
increased. Bearing in mind the recommendations of the Provincial Governments
and Communities, we suggest the following numbers for the various provinces :—
name of province	present stkength	proposed strength
Madras        		132	,150
Bombay (excluding Sind)	95	114
Bengal         		140	200
United Provinces ...	123	182
Punjab          		94	150
Bihar and Orissa...	105	150
Central Provinces	73	125
Assam          		53	75
Burma         		103	120
These figures, taken In conjunction   with our recommendation for the elimination -

